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***

Following are the words of a renowned University Professor, a scientist of mathematics, the
chairman of the Supervisory Board of a famous German university hospital. And he is not
alone. By far.

Millions, tens of millions around the world speak with the same ardor of voice. They are an
eye-opener. They are being heard by more and more people around the globe:

“I’m fed up, or to put it even more clearly: I’m sick and tired of the permanent and
increasingly religious climate gobbledygook,  with energy turnaround fantasies,  with
electric  car  worship,  with  scary  stories  about  doomsday  scenarios,  alleged
overpopulation,  CO2  dramas  from  Corona  to  conflagrations  to  weather  disasters.

I can no longer stand the people who shout this into microphones and cameras every
day  or  print  it  in  newspapers.  I  suffer  from  having  to  witness  how  natural  science  is
turned into a whore of politics.”

*

And then what?

Yes,  let’s  get  these  monsters  and  suckers  out  of  government,  out  of  their  self-made
international  arena  –  out  from  the  globalist  dictatorial  phantasies.  Let’s  abolish  the
ambiance and conditions under which the fractioneers and ruler over a fractioned world are
able to reign.

Let us do away with the world of luxury and luster – where this diabolical cult can prevail.

But, what if we can’t? Because this cult is backed by the powerful and sickening wealthy –
and because the majority of We, the People, is still asleep?
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Then let’s start by us, a minority, building a new society.

That’s probably what we have to do anyway sooner or later if humanity is to survive.

Are we ready?

Are we ready to throw our cell phones in the garbage?

Are we ready to thrash and boycott our TVs and mainstream medias?

Are we ready to start local and afresh again?

Local, like in “Local production for local consumption, with local money and trading with
likeminded groups of people, according to the principles of comparative advantages and
win-win conditions?”

Are we ready starting from scratch?

Forget reform.

The system is rotten and cannot be reformed.

Any reform of the corrupted and rotten system would undoubtedly again be carried out by
those  corrupted  cultists  that  have  rotten  humanity  and  our  values  in  the  first  place.  The
same that have fractured the world. They have the power to fake a reform of the People for
the People,  while  fracturing  the world to bits  and pieces,  then pull  the broken pieces
together and reign over a new globalist world with a tyrannical fist.

That’s the way it goes if we let others do our work.

We have to start from scratch – a dynamic evolving of a dynamic group of people.

We may have to live like indigenous people in the highlands of the Andes, the Himalayas, or
the rainforests of Amazon region.

Yes, that might be our salvation in this man-made devastated world.

We, the People, with our brainless drive for “growth”, for more and more consumption, have
let  it  become  what  it  is  today,  have  allowed  to  become  enslaved  by  luxury  and  artificial
comfort.

Once our civilization collapses, as it  happened already several  times before on Mother
Earth’s watch, if there is any chance for a human continuation, a survival of the human
genome – it would be through these indigenous people, the unpolluted minds and genes.

They may survive and will carry humanity forward. Perhaps towards a new awakening. A
new civilization? Moving an inch closer to the Fifth Dimension?

*
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